Pre-Apprenticeship
Certificate II in Printing and Graphic Arts (General) C2151

The International Centre of Graphic Technology is offering the Certificate II in Printing and Graphic Arts (General) to students seeking to work in the Printing Industry. It gives an overview of the different occupations available, so you can make an informed career choice.

This course enables participants to gain a recognised credential and, where appropriate, credits will be given for further training. It also gives an understanding of the nature of relevant industries, in particular the role of major companies, employers and employer associations. During this course the students are able to design, make up jobs, print and fold various tasks. This course also fosters the development of students’ social and personal skills to enhance their performance in the workforce.

It is the pathway into an apprenticeship, in which credits will be given for the necessary units.

The program is 550 nominal hours consisting of the following competencies:

- Inspect quality against required standards
- Follow OHS practices and identify environmental hazards or maintain a safe work environment
- Communicate in the workplace
- Set up for basic lithographic printing
- Set and produce digital print
- Prepare machine for basic operation
- Develop a basic design concept
- Produce pages using a layout application
- Produce graphics using a graphics application
- Electronically combine and assemble data
- Access and use the internet
- Set up machine for basic single or continuous folded product
- Prepare, load and unload product on and off the machine

Classes will be conducted from the 3rd July, 2006, at 25 Dawson Street, Brunswick 3056

For further information and application procedures, contact Fay Mitchell on (03) 9925 9446 or email fay.mitchell@rmit.edu.au
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